Amyloid fibrillation kinetics: insight from atomistic nucleation theory.
We consider the nucleation of nanosized amyloid fibrils composed of successively layered β-sheets at the molecular level when this process takes place by direct polymerization of protein segments (β-strands) into β-sheets. Application of the atomistic nucleation theory (ANT) to amyloid nucleation of β(2)-microglobulin and amyloid β(40) allows us to predict the fibril nucleus size and the fibril nucleation rate as functions of the supersaturation of the protein solution. The ANT predictions are compared to recent time-resolved optical experiments where they measure the effect of the protein concentration and mutations on the initial lag time before amyloid fibrils form in the protein solution. The presented analysis reveals the general principles underlying the nucleation kinetics of nanosized amyloid fibrils and indicates that it can be treated in the framework of existing general theories of the nucleation of new phases.